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Automotive Steering and Suspension Parts

About
OCAP

In 1975 Ivano Giordano created O.CA.P. S.n.c., acronym of Officine Canavesane di Precisione (Precision
Workshops of the Canavese area), specialized in the manufacturing of automotive steering and suspension
parts for all vehicles with steering wheels.
OCAP started soon growing and expanding its activities, becoming more and more a point of reference in
the field of automotive steering and suspension parts. The company enriched its product offer and market
share also through some acquisitions and takeovers and strengthened its appeal on the market by adding
many new applications for light commercial vehicles, trucks, construction machines and agricultural vehicles.
At the beginning of the new millennium, OCAP reacted to the globalizing market changes and to the modified
customer requirements with an ambitious strategic international investment plan.
In 2001 a new production plant was created in the Rajasthan State, in India: OCAP Chassis Parts Pvt. Ltd.
In 2004 a new plant was built in Oglianico near Turin, Italy, where O.C.A.P. International S.r.l. has its
headquarter and where the aftermarket commercial and logistic activities are concentrated with a fully
automated warehouse for the storage and distribution of all spare parts.
In 2007 OCAP expanded further with the foundation in China of OCAP Chassis Parts (Kunshan) Co. Ltd., in
Jiangsu province, a plant dedicated mainly to highly technological components.
Today OCAP is a Group, managed by a holding company, O.C.A.P. S.p.A., with four operational plants.
A success story that continues its development worldwide in the OEM as well as in the IAM markets.
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Corporate:
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President and Managing Director:
Employees:
Three production plants:
Aftermarket headquarter with logistic hub:
Production area:
Product range:
Production output:

O.C.A.P. S.p.A.
1975
Ivano Giordano
616
Italy, India and China
Automated warehouse 20.000 cells of 1 m3 each
>100.000 m2
>10.000 part numbers
Around 10 million parts per year

R&D

Permanent innovation is amongst the competitive advantages of OCAP. Its strong R&D department is continuously
enforced with its own innovative technologies and this permits OCAP to be above all a reliable manufacturer of
quality products with a high performing content. New concepts and intuitions have led to many successful applications
and to a consistent richness of technical and technological know how. The development of a new component starts
with a deep functional, qualitative and cost analysis. The different possible solutions are implemented with 3D CAD
and checked with kinematic and structural simulations by FEM/FEA tooling. Every step of the product development is
planned, performed and monitored according to the APQP methodology with an interdisciplinary approach involving
various OCAP departments. Every new part is tested in the Valperga plant on advanced test benches able to analyze
the most complex steering and suspension systems, simulating various road and environmental conditions. Sometimes
additional field tests are carried out.

Production and Products
In the last years, OCAP has deeply renewed its machinery in order to increase its manufacturing capacity and
production quality analysis and to better monitor its complete production process. Many automations linked to the
installation of more anthropomorphic robots have been introduced and a major versatility has been obtained through
semiautomatic work areas. Particular efforts are made in the field of World Class Manufacturing with lean production
and total quality principles. OCAP covers a wide range of applications: passenger cars, light commercial vehicles,
trucks and buses, construction and agricultural machines. OCAP is also active developing products for special vehicles
(race, mini and electric cars, quads, snowmobiles, military vehicles, trailers, motorcycles). OCAP covers the complete
steering and suspension parts offer with tie rods, tie rod ends, axial joints, ball joints, track control arms, silentblocks,
stabilizers, steering boot kits, repair kits, engine mounts, torque rods,V links and king pin sets.

Quality
&
Logistics
Quality
Indeed, quality is part of the DNA of the whole staff
in all the various departments of the Company. The
claim “People guided by total quality concepts” is a
reality with its imprinting from product design to
production and from order management to logistic
performances. All are focused on the same target: the
full customer satisfaction. The ISO/TS 16949 and ISO
9001 certifications bear amongst others witness of
this commitment.
An eco-friendly development is evident and solid at
OCAP and its environmental efforts are confirmed
by the ISO 14001 certification.

Aftermarket logistics
OCAP International with its aftermarket headquarter in Oglianico
has an impressive logistic centre. The various areas for product
reception and warehouse allocation, order picking and shipment
preparation are organized around the real heart of the centre,
the vertical automated warehouse.
This structure, 27 meters high, 113 meters long and 22 meters
wide, is equipped with 20.000 loading units moved by five S/R
machines.
The ordered goods are prepared at four picking bays where they
are packed and the parcels are strapped and wrapped. They are
then transferred from there to one of the six shipment bays and
loaded.

OEM
Since its foundation, OCAP is an active supplier
of steering and suspension parts to the vehicle
manufacturers, first in Europe and now as well
in America and in Asia.
OCAP supplies not only high volume
parts but is particularly appreciated by its
original equipment customers for the quick
development, production and supply for
smaller series vehicles with top performance
needs.
OCAP is today one of the main OEM suppliers
of chassis parts for luxury and upper class
passenger cars.

Amongst others, we can find OCAP parts on the
vehicles of following manufacturers:
• car OEM customers: Fiat Chrysler Automobiles,
KIA, Lamborghini, Lotus, Maserati, McLaren,
Nissan, Pagani, Peugeot, PGO, Renault Sport;
• truck OEM customers: DAF, DANA, Iveco, Leyland
Trucks, Piaggio, SNVI, Streparava;
• agricultural vehicles OEM customers: BCS, Carraro,
Case, Caterpillar, Claas, Comer Industries, Dana,
Deutz-Fahr, Fendt, Iseki, JCB, John Deere, Landini,
Liebherr, Lovol, Mahindra Tractors, Manitou,
Massey Ferguson, McCormick, Merlo, New
Holland, Same, Steyr, Terex, Terradrive, Valmet,
Valpadana, Valtra, Yanmar.

IAM
OCAP is a leading supplier of premium quality steering and suspension components to the vehicle
manufacturers as well as to the Independent Aftermarket. OCAP continues to acquire market share in the
car and truck sector as well as in the field of agricultural vehicles and construction machines.
The organization and efficiency of its worldwide independent aftermarket distribution network in the five
continents with various hundreds of customers in more than 70 countries guarantee to OCAP an increasing
market presence. Moreover, OCAP products can be found in the boxes of various relevant IAM players.
Thanks to its dynamic marketing staff the Company extends its product range up to even more than 50
new part numbers each month and assures a competitive price positioning on the IAM market for its quality
products. Its wide range of products with more than 10.000 part numbers are well illustrated with many
details in the various catalogues and CD/DVD as well as in Tec Doc. An in-depth Company presentation can
be found in the website www.ocap.it.

O.C.A.P. International S.r.l.
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Tel. +39.0124.656465 - Fax +39.0124.656400
www. ocap.it - ocap@ocap.it

